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Abstract 
The present work investigates the effects of the use of waste brick as fine additive material 
(FAM) by partial replacement to the Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) on the fresh and hardened 
properties of self-compacting repair mortar (SCRM) in order to produce a new reduced carbon 
blended cement. Waste brick which was available in a brick factory, was finely ground to obtain 
waste brick powder (WBP) before being incorporated in SCRM at substitution levels of 5%, 15% and 
25%. SCM was tested at fresh state with mini slump flow and mini V-funnel flow time. At hardened 
state, compressive and flexural strengths and ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) were measured. 
The results indicated that the particles size of WBP is coarser compared to the OPC. The use of 
WBP decreased the slump flow and increased in the same time the flow time. Including WBP in 
SCRM decreased not only the compressive and flexural strengths but also the UPV of SCM. WBP 
can be suitably used at replacement rate of 5 or 15% to produce a new reduced carbon blended 
cement. From environmental point of view, introducing WBP has a positive impact in decreasing 
the amount of CO2 released from cement plants into the atmosphere. Good correlations were 
found between strength and substitution levels of WBP.
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1. Introduction

Self-compacting mortar (SCM) is highly fluid mortar 
that can flow and fill all formwork under its own weight.  
The self-compactability property allows using SCM as a 
repair material for reparation end rehabilitation of damaged 
reinforced concrete in congested area or with complicated 
shape. For ensuring the self-compactability of SCRM, two 
parameters must be taken into consideration: the use of 
superplasticizer (SP) and the incorporation cement and FAM 
with high volume [1]. As it known, SP reduces the water/cement 
ratio and provides more fluidity in the mixture and leads to 
higher compressive strength. The incorporation of FAM plays 
an important role in ensuring the resistance to segregation and 
bleeding. Without the use of FAM, self-compacting concrete 
(SCC) or mortar need a high content of OPC, and this can lead 
to many problems such as the increase in the cost production, 
the high consumption of energy and natural resources and 
high amount of CO

2
 emitted into the atmosphere. 

As concrete is the most widely used building material with 
amount of 12 billion tons per year, which corresponds to a 
consumption of 1 m3 / person / year [2-3]. Its manufacture uses 
a binding material which is most often Portland cement. It is 
well known that the production of cement is very expensive 
in terms of economics, and polluting in terms of environment 
impacts. Moreover, the quantity of cement produced globally is 
growing remarkably, it was estimated at 3.6 trillion tons in 2011 
and will rise to 5.8 trillion tons in 2050, which will increase the 

CO
2
 emissions from 3.24 trillion tons to 5.22 trillion tons (1 kg 

of cement produced emits 0.9 kg CO
2
) [4-5]. It is noted that the 

cement industry sector is responsible for 5% to 8% the global 
amount of CO

2
 emitted into the atmosphere [6]. The most 

effective solution is to reduce the amount of clinker produced 
by replacing it with FAM having similar properties to clinker. 
Blast furnace slag, fly ash, silica fume, natural pozzolana, 
limestone fillers are the additive materials most used in the 
cement industry. The use of FAM have shown a great interest 
in the latest years from the industrial and constrictor in reason 
of their technical, economical and environmental advantages 
impact. Pastes, mortars and concretes incorporating FAM 
showed better properties such as the low rate of hydration, low 
permeability, low consumption of Portland cement and low-
impact environmental materials related to the low emissions of 
CO

2 
[7-9]. Slag, fly ash, silica fume, limestone are the most used 

FAM in the world. Another source of FAM is the calcined clays 
such as metakaolin, brick powder or bentonite. It is known that 
these calcined clays were obtained by calcination or thermal 
treatment of kaolin, brick clay or bentonite, respectively [10-11]. 
Calcined clays are considered as pozzolanic materials and have a 
positive effect especially on mechanical and durability properties 
of concrete. FAM from agriculture waste such as rice husk ash 
(RHA) and sugarcane bagasse ash were successfully used in the 
production of SCC [12-14]. The characteristics of concretes and 
mortars are strongly influenced by the type, source, chemical, 
mineralogical, physical and mechanical properties of FAM [15-
20]. Many researches papers that studied the possible use of 
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FAM to prepare mortar or concrete for rehabilitation and repair 
of reinforced concrete structures were published in the recent 
days [21-25]. Benabed et al. [21] were investigated the effect of 
limestone powder as a partial replacement of crushed quarry 
sand on properties of self-compacting repair mortars. They 
concluded that the use of limestone powder in repair mortar 
and concrete application would offer technical, economical and 
environmental advantages for concrete producers. 

The main objective of this work is to investigate the 
effects of waste brick powder as substitute of the Ordinary 
Portland cement on the fresh and hardened properties of 
self-compacting repair mortar in order to produce a new 
reduced carbon blended cement. In this research work, waste 
brick powder was incorporated at substitution levels of 5, 15 
and 25%, keeping all the other ingredients and proportions 
constant. The mortar mixtures were tested at fresh state to 
evaluate the flowability, filling ability and the risk to bleeding 
or segregation. At hardened state, compressive and flexural 
strengths and ultrasonic pulse velocity were determined at ages 
of 1, 3, 7, 28 and 90 days. 

2. Materials and experimental tests

2.1 Materials

According to the European Standards EN 197-1, Ordinary 
Portland Cement (OPC, CEMI 42.5) was used in all SCRM 
mixes. The waste brick powder, which is used as mineral 
admixture, was obtained from brick waste in a brick factory. 
The chemical composition and physical properties of the OPC 
and WBP are presented in Table 1. It was noted that WBP 
is mainly consisted of silica (65.93%) with low percentage 
of alumina. Strength activity index showed that WBP has 
acceptable pozzolanic reactivity with strength activity index of 
0.75 at 28 days.

In order to determine the particle size distribution of cement 
and WBP, laser distribution analysis was performed and the 
results are shown in Fig. 1. The results indicated that the WBP 
has a continuous particle size distribution as the OPC. Table 1 
gives the diameter of particles corresponding to 10, 50 and 90% 
of passing. It can be observed from this table that about of 50% 
of WBP particles have a size lower than 44.32 µm, contrary to 
the cement in which 50% of particles have a size lower than 
12.35 µm. These results demonstrates that WBP is coarser than 
the OPC.  

Fig. 2 shows the results of SEM of WBP. This test gives a 
great idea about the particle shape of the material tested and 
confirms the obtained results for particles size distribution 
(Fig. 1). Scanning electron microscope (SEM) exam was also 
performed on OPC and WBP and it is presented in Fig. 2. It 
can be concluded from Fig. 2 that WBP has coarser and more 
angular particles shape compared to OPC.

As fine aggregate, river sand was used with a maximum size 
of 5 mm, density of 2.6, coefficient of absorption of 0.59% 
and water content of 0.03%. The chemical admixture used to 
produce various mixtures, is a polycarboxylates based high-
range water reducers superplasticizer (SP). It has a specific 
gravity and pH of 1.07 g/cm3 and 8 respectively.

Component OPC WBP

SiO2 (%) 18.83 65.93

CaO (%) 61.54 6.78

MgO (%) 1.27 2.25

Al2O3 (%) 4.20 14.60

Fe2O3 (%) 5.31 5.24

SO3 (%) 1.96 0.05

K2O (%) 0.49 3.13

TiO2 (%) 0.20 0.74

Na2O (%) 0.21 0.14

P2O5 (%) 0.29 0.13

Loss on ignition (%) 5.70 1.02

Specific density 3.11 2.54

Activity index i28
- 0.75

Finesses  
characteristics

Finesses 3300 2925
d10 (µm) 1.19 3.17
d50 (µm) 12.35 44.32
d90 (µm) 40.53 100

 Table 1 Chemical composition and physical properties of OPC and WBP

 1. táblázat OPC és WBP kémiai összetétele és fizikai tulajdonságai

 Fig. 1 Particle size distribution of OPC and WBP

 1. ábra OPC és WBP szemmegoszlás diagrammja

 
2.2 Mix proportion design

Four mixtures were prepared to study the effect of the WBP 
on the fresh and hardened properties of SCM. WBP was 
included at substitution levels of 0, 5, 15 and 25%. In all SCM 
mixtures, the amount of binder (OPC+WBP), water to binder 
(W/B) ratio and dosage of SP were kept equal to 692.65 kg, 0.4 
and 0.8%, respectively. The mix proportions of SCM are given 
in Table 2.

Mix-
tures W/B

Constituents

OPC 
(kg/m3)

WBP
(%)

WBP
(kg/
m3)

Sand
(kg/
m3)

Water  
(kg/
m3)

SP
(%)

SP
(kg/
m3)

0WBP

0.4

692.65 0 - 1300 278.89 0.80 5.54
5WBP 658.02 5 34.63

15WBP 588.75 15 103.90
25WBP 519.59 25 173.16

 Table 2 Mix proportions of SCM

 2. táblázat Az alkalmazott betonreceptúrák
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(a)

(b)

 Fig. 2 SEM of: (a) OPC and (b) WBP

 2. ábra OPC (a) és WBP (b) pásztázó elektronmikroszkópos felvételen

2.3 Test procedure

2.3.1 Fresh mortar

The mini slump flow and mini v-funnel tests were conducted 
to characterize the flowability, filling ability and stability of 
fresh mortar. In the mini slump flow (Fig. 3.a), a truncated 
cone mold was filled with mortar and lifted upwards. The final 
diameter of the mortar through two perpendicular directions 
was measured and the mean is calculated. Slump flow ranging 
between 27.5 and 33.5 cm are suggested to obtain a slump flow 
of 55-85 cm for SCC [26-27]. The flow time T25 is the time to 
reach a circle of diameter of 25 cm corresponding to the flow 
time T50 measured in SCC was also determined [28]. It can be 
noted that it is possible to evaluate the trend to segregation or 
bleeding of SCM through visual control. The mini v-funnel was 
filled completely with mortar and the bottom outlet is opened 
allowing to the mortar to flow out (Fig. 3.b). The v-funnel flow 
time Tv which is the elapsed time (s) between the opening of 
the bottom outlet and the time when the light becomes visible 
from the top was measured [29].

 
(a)

(b)
Dimensions in mm 

 Fig. 3 Self-compacting mortar tests, (a) schematization of the mini-slump flow test, 
(b) mini V-funnel test

 3. ábra öntömörödő habarcs vizsgálat, (a) mini-roskadásvizsgálat sematikus ábrája, 
(b) mini V-tölcséres vizsgálat

2.3.2 Hardened mortar 

From each mortar mixture, prismatic specimens of 
40×40×160 mm in size were cast. After casting, all specimens 
were covered with plastic sheets for 24 hours, before they 
unmolded and transferred to conservation in conditioned 
room at 20±2 °C and 100% relative humidity until the time 
of test. For each mix, three specimens were used to determine 
flexural strength and pulse velocity values and six specimens 
to measure compressive strength at 1, 3, 7, 28 and 90 days. All 
these measures were carried out following European Standard 
EN 196-3 [30] and ASTM C597-97 [31].

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Fresh mortar properties

The results of slump flow and flow time T
25 

of mortar mixtures 
with and without WBP are illustrated in Fig. 4. The values of 
slump flow varied between 29.3 and 31.4 cm. The use of WBP 
at replacement rate of 5% increases the slump flow, whereas a 
replacement rate of 15% slightly decreases the slump flow, but a 
replacement rate of 25% decreases significantly the slump flow. 
In contrary, increasing the amount of WBP until 5% slightly 
reduces the flow time T

25
, but replacements rate of 15% or 

25% increases the flow time T
25

. For mixtures including 5% of 
WBP, the quantity of WBP are very low and it is completely 
coated by the cement particles. However, the effect of WBP 
is more pronounced in SCM mixtures having 15% and 25% 
of WBP since the quantity substituted is higher. In addition, 
the angular shape and coarse particles of WBP are assumed to 
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reduce the flowability of SCM leading to lower values of slump 
flow. It should be noted that, all SCM mixtures were visually 
examined and no risk to bleeding or segregation was observed. 

 Fig. 4 Slump flow and flow time T
25

 of mortar mixtures with percentage of WBP
 4. ábra Roskadásos terülés és folyási idő (T

25
) a WBP mennyiség függvényében

Fig. 5 depicts the evolution of flow time Tv for all mortar 
mixtures. The v-funnel flow time increases with increasing the 
percentage of WBP. The values of v-funnel flow time ranged 
from 3.8 to 5.2 s, these values are in the range recommended by 
EFNARC 2-10 s [29]. Incorporation of WBP at 5, 15 and 25% 
increases the v-funnel flow time by 9, 13 and 38%, respectively. 
Generally, the mortar viscosity is expressed by the T25 or 
Tv flow time. This means that the use of WBP increases the 
viscosity of SCM which is attributed to the angular shape and 
to the coarse particles of WBP which increase the resistance to 
the flow and consequently the viscosity of SCM.

 Fig. 5 Flow time T
v
 of mortar mixtures with percentage of WBP

 5. ábra Folyási idő (Tv) a WBP mennyiség függvényében 

3.2 Hardened mortar properties

Fig. 6 presents the values of the compressive strength for 
mortar mixtures with plain cement and WBP. It was observed 
that the compressive strength of all SCM mixtures increases 
with increase in age of curing which attributes to the continuous 
of the hydration. SCM with plain cement presented the highest 
values of compressive strength at all age of curing, exception 
for 3 days of curing in which mixtures contained 5% of WBP 
shown the higher compressive strength. Introduction of the 
WBP in SCM mixtures slightly decreased the compressive 
strength for substitution rate of 5 or 15% but considerably 
for substitution rate of 25%. The decrease in the compressive 
strength of 5WBP, 15WBP and 25WBP mixes at 28 days is 
about 6.3, 10.6 and 35.3%, and about 9.8, 13.6 and 38.6%. This 
means that there is no strength gain in mixtures containing 
WBP after 28 days. WBP is considered as pozzolanic material 
but it is coarse than the cement which meaning that its fineness 
is low, so the pozzolanic activity did not take place at 90 days 

since the fineness played an important role in the pozzolanic 
activity [32]. 

 Fig. 6 Compressive strength of mortar mixtures with percentage of WBP
 6. ábra Nyomószilárdság a WBP mennyiség függvényében

The values of UPV of all mortar mixtures are shown in 
Fig. 7. UPV is a non-destructive test that allows assessing the 
internal structure of the mortar or concrete without damaging 
the tested element. UPV increases with increase in the age of 
curing. The use of WBP in SCM mixtures caused a decrease in 
the UPV. The UPV of mixtures containing 5 or 15% of WBP 
are slightly inferior to those of control mixture, but mixtures 
with 25% of WBP show a high reduction in the UPV. Similar 
results were reported by Şahmaran et al. [32].

 Fig. 7 Ultrasonic pulse velocity of mortar mixtures with percentage of WBP
 7. ábra Ultrahangos impulzus sebesség a WBP mennyiség függvényében

 Fig. 8 Flexural strength of mortar mixtures with percentage of WBP
 8. ábra Hajlító szilárdság a WBP mennyiség függvényében

In Fig. 8, the flexural strengths of mortar mixtures with plain 
cement and WBP are plotted as a function of the age of curing. 
Due to continued hydration, it was observed that the flexural 
strength increases with an increase in the age of curing. 
Compared to the mixture with plain cement, it appears that 
the introduction of WBP decreases the flexural strength and as 
the amount of WBP increased the flexural strength decreased.
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3.3 Environmental benefit of WBP blended cement

Cement industry is one the most source of CO
2
 emission 

in civil engineering field. The production of 1 kg of cement 
releases into the atmosphere about 0.9 kg of CO

2
. Fig. 9 shows 

the quantity of CO
2
 emission related to the binder for all SCRM 

mixtures. The results have shown a reduction in the amount of 
CO

2
 when cement is replaced by waste brick powder. Using 

replacement level of WBP of 5%, 15% and 25% reduces the 
CO

2
 emission to 401.85, 359.55 and 317.25 kg, respectively. In 

recent study, Kavitha et al. [33] have reported that replacing 
cement by metakaolin with rates ranging from 5% to 15% 
decreased the CO

2
 emission by 4% to 11%.

 Fig. 9 Environmental impacts of mixtures with percentage of WBP
 9. ábra Különböző WBP adagolású keverékek környezeti hatása

3.4 Correlation between mechanical properties and 
substitution levels of WBP

In order to understand the relationship between mechanical 
properties (compressive strength f

c
, flexural strength f

f
) and the 

percentage of waste brick powder, correlations were realized 
between them and the results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, 
and Table 3. It was noted from the obtained results that the 
polynomial correlation between mechanical properties and the 
substitution level of waste brick powder for different age of curing 
was found good to excellent with very acceptable coefficient of 
regression. It should be noted that other correlations were also 
explored, but obtained results showed that these correlations 
are not strong compared to the used correlation.

 Fig. 10 Correlation between compressive strength and percentage of WBP at different ages
 10. ábra Nyomószilárdság és WBP mennyiség összefüggése különböző korú keverékek 

esetén

 Fig. 11 Correlation between flexural strength and percentage of WBP at different ages
 11. ábra Hajlító szilárdság és WBP mennyiség összefüggése különböző korú keverékek 

esetén

Age 
Correlation between fc and  

percentage of WBP 
Correlation between ff and  

percentage of WBP

Regression equation R2 Regression equation R2

1 y = -0.0005x2 - 0.3937x + 16.789 0.98 y = 0.0004x2 - 0.0537x + 1.7889 0.98

3 y = -0.0012x2 - 0.4032x + 28.147 0.91 y = 0.0009x2 - 0.0542x + 2.8866 0.90

7 y = -0.0207x2 + 0.0671x + 38.5 0.96 y = 0.0012x2 - 0.0757x + 3.5806 0.86

28 y = -0.034x2 + 0.0641x + 58.962 0.96 y = 0.0022x2 - 0.1134x + 3.969 0.95

90 y = -0.0306x2 - 0.1808x + 65.676 0.94 y = 0.0006x2 - 0.0613x + 4.6069 0.96
 

 Table 3 Regression equations and coefficients for different ages
 3. táblázat Regressziós összefüggések és koefficienseik különböző korú minták esetén

 

4. Conclusions

Based on the experimental results and the analysis performed, 
the following conclusions can be drawn:
■■ SEM analysis indicated that the particles size of waste 

brick powder are coarser compared to the cement.

■■ At fresh state, self-compacting repair mortars with 
waste brick powder have shown low fluidity and high 
viscosity. But, values of slump flow and flow time are 
acceptable by the recommendations of self-compacting 
mortars production. 

■■ The use of waste brick powder with a fineness 
lower than the cement resulted in a decrease in the 
compressive, flexural strength and the ultrasonic pulse 
velocity.

■■ WBP can be suitably used at replacement rate of 5 or 
15% to produce a new reduced carbon blended cement.

■■ Adding WBP could be positive from the environment 
point of view because of its availability as a local waste. 
This means also that WBP is an interesting alternative 
material to produce eco-friendly self-compacting 
mortar.

■■ Several correlations between hardened properties 
(compressive and flexural strength) and the percentage 
of waste brick powder were explored. These results 
show that there is a good polynomial correlation 
between the studied properties compared to other 
correlations.
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